Methotrexate-based amphiphilic prodrug nanoaggregates for co-administration of multiple therapeutics and synergistic cancer therapy.
The goal of nanomedicine is to seek strategies that are more efficient to address various limitations and challenges faced by conventional medicines, including lack of target specificity, poor bioavailability, premature degradability, and undesired side effects. Self-assembling drug amphiphiles represent a prospective nanomedicine for cancer therapy owing to their favorable route of administration and therapeutic efficiency compared with pristine drug counterparts. In this work, we report a class of self-deliverable prodrug amphiphiles consisting of the hydrophilic drug methotrexate (MTX) and the hydrophobic anticancer drugs camptothecin (CPT) and doxorubicin (DOX) for targeted and combinational chemotherapy. The disulfide bond and hydrazone bond, which are subject to stimuli-triggered bond cleavage, were introduced to link these therapeutic agents and form two prodrug amphiphiles, named as MTX-CPT and MTX-DOX, respectively, which could self-assemble into stable prodrug nanoaggregates (NAs) in aqueous media. MTX molecules in the prodrug NAs facilitated NA uptake into tumor cells with high expression of folic acid receptors (FRs). This systemic study provided clear evidence of the synergistic therapeutic effect by co-administrating dual prodrug NAs on various tumor cells in vitro and a xenograft tumor model in vivo. The obtained prodrug amphiphiles provide an efficient strategy for the design of multifunctional drug delivery systems and elaborate therapeutic nanoplatforms for cancer chemotherapy. This work presents two kinds of prodrug amphiphiles that are carrier free and integrate targeted drug delivery, stimuli-triggered drug release, synergistic therapy, and theranostic function into a single system. Reduction/acid active prodrug amphiphiles can self-assemble into micellar nanoaggregates (NAs) at a very low critical aggregation concentration. These NAs exhibit superior stability in physiological environment and disassemble in the presence of tumor cells expressing folic acid receptors or the high glutathione or in low pH tumoral endosomal environment. The induced disassembly of prodrug NAs can "switch on" the inherent fluorescence of the internalized camptothecin or doxorubicin for the detection of tumor cells. Compared to a single type of prodrug NA, co-administration of dual prodrug combination can produce an evident synergistic therapeutic effect against various tumor cells in vitro and inhibit xenograft tumor growth in vivo. The methotrexate-based prodrug amphiphiles may provide a potential strategy for developing multifunctional nanoplatforms and delivery of multiple therapeutics in chemotherapy.